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Road Trip Games – Boredom Busters  
 

1. I Spy – This is a classic with the simple rules of one person starting the game by saying 
“I spy with my little eye something that is _____________________________________” 
 

2. I’m Imagining – Similar to I Spy but in this game one player starts by thinking of an 
object and saying, “I’m imagining” and the other players take turns asking questions to try 
to guess the object. 

 
3. Cow Count – Take turns estimating the number of cows, when passing a field of cows. 

Variations for Arizona/California trip: Windmill count and cactus count. 
 

4. Beware - Player who spots a graveyard can yell out “Beware in that gave site is buried 
________________________” The idea for this game is storytelling and creation of 
characters.  

 
5. Once Upon a Time – Each player starts their story with “Once upon a time” and fills in 

the story plot and then each player takes turns adding to the story, building on each turn 
and changing the story direction.  

 
6. Count First, Stop Later– One player assigns an object to count and requires that a 

certain number of those items be found and counted before the next stop. Once the goal 
is reached the stop might include something ‘earned’ such as ice cream. 

 
7. What am I? – The first player in this game is to think of a thing and give clues to the 

other players until someone answers the question, “What am I?” correctly 
 

8. Who am I? – The first player in this game is to think of a profession and give clues to the 
other players until someone answers the question, “Who am I?” correctly 

 
9. What’s next? – The object of this game is to pick known items or landmarks that might 

be found along the route and players say them out loud. Each time one of the players 
spots something that was said out load a point is given to the spotter and to the player 
who introduced that item or landmark. 

 
10. Movie Trivia – Perfect for a road trip in California. In this game players offer a movie title 

or an actor’s name with the other players answering back another actor in that movie or 
another movie with that actor. This continues alternating between movies and actors until 
someone is stumped.  

 
11. Grocery Store: One player starts with naming something that can be found at the 

grocery store that starts with the letter ‘A’, such as "apples". The next player then has to 
add on a food that begins with the letter ‘B’.  

 
12. World Geography: Begin with a player naming any place in the world. The next player 

has to then come up with a place that begins with the last letter of the first location. 
Example Arizona is given first so the next place could the Africa. The game continues on 
until someone gets stumped, and try not to use place more than once.  
 

13. License Plate Bingo: Players look at passing license plates and shout them out, trying 
to find every state in the country while on the trip. 

 
14. 20 Questions: The first player should choose anything they can think of. The first 

question for the guessers is "animal, vegetable, or mineral?" Players then go through 
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questions trying to determine object and answers must be yes or no. The winner is 
whomever guesses the object first or can stump the other players with their object. 

 
15. Word Play: Players should write down or shout out words they see while traveling from 

billboards, bumper stickers, restaurants and street signs. Once there is a certain amount, 
use these words to write a story, poem or song that includes all of the words they have 
found. When they’re done, have them read or sing their creation out loud for the rest of 
the family. 

 
16. Rock, Paper, Scissors Turns Bear, Snake and Tiger: Players put their hands behind 

their backs and pull one out to reveal either rock (closed fist), paper (flat hand) or 
scissors (first and middle fingers in a "v"). Scissors beats paper, paper beats rock and 
rock beats scissors. Get creative and think up three other competing things like Bear, 
Snake and Tiger. Continue on with this thinking up new competing things 

 
17. License Plate Create: Players use the license plates of the cars around passing by, look 

at the images on the plates and determine why the state choose to put them on there. 
Many states have several different plate options. 

 
18. Travel Scavenger Hunt: Compile a list of objects for each player to find along the road. 

Anything that comes to mind that might be along the route will work. The winner is the 
first one to find everything on his or her list. 

 
19. Bananas, Frogs and Coal: Players in this game are to single out  vehicles with the pre 

determined color. Yellow for bananas, green for frogs, black for coal. Players get points 
for each yellow, green or black car they point out. Make up different names for other car 
colors too like ladybug for red or snow for white. 

 
20. String Figures: Pack several piece of string or yarn and have players create shapes and 

figures using the string. 
 

21. Find that ride: Players must list as many different types and models of cars, trucks, 
trains and so on that they can find.  

 
22. Slug Bug: Players shout “Slug Bug” every time they spot a Volkswagen Bug. Make old 

bugs worth more than new, or certain colors worth more than others. 
 

23. Map It: Each player is given a map of the trip and they keep track of the progress using 
stickers, or markers by reading road signs. At each stop players maps are checked to 
keep them current. 

 
24. Fortunately-Unfortunately: Players - think positively! One player begins with an 

statement like, "Unfortunately, there is a bat in the car." The next player has to counter 
with something more fortunate like, "Fortunately, I brought along bat repellant." Players 
continue to alternate between unfortunate and fortunate things. 

 
25. Find 100: Players choose a color or object and keep counting until 100 is reached, race 

to see who can finish first. 
 

26. Fantasy Car: Each player should choose a car that you pass, start with that car and then 
add on to it to make it a fantasy car. All players mutually decide who has the best car and 
that person is the winner. 
 
 


